
  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Legal Tech Startup Completes Build Out of State-of-the-Art 
Headquarters in Midtown Atlanta 

 
The space is intentionally designed to facilitate hybrid work and empower a rapidly growing team 

to accomplish their mission of forging The Next Era of LitigationTM 
 

ATLANTA – November 1, 2022 – Calloquy, PBC, builders of the first platform intentionally 
designed to support how litigation is practiced now, announces the completion of its corporate 
headquarters in Atlantic Station at 271 17th St. NW. Having outgrown its original office in Defoor 
Hills, Calloquy has invested in over 12,000 square feet that has been designed to reflect the 
company’s brand, culture and mission. The Defoor Hills location has become the company’s tech 
hub, housing its development team. The new headquarters, which is in a LEED Gold Certified 
building and is full of energy-saving and sustainable features, has the capacity for 170 employees 
and features a number of unique elements. 
 
To accommodate a growing team of on-demand court reporters, a section of custom designed 
PODs (Privacy on Demand) units occupies one side of the floor. These are a modern take on the 
classic cubicle - fully enclosed to provide sound isolation with integrated power and technology 
needed for court reporting services, as well as an ergonomic design and motion activated lights 
and individual climate controls for comfort. The PODs address both the market need for quality, 
accessible court reporting services, as well as improving the work/life experience of Calloquy’s 
court reporters.  
 
In a tribute to Calloquy’s legal mission and dedication to increasing access to justice, the 
conference rooms and shared workspaces are all named after landmark Supreme Court cases 
that advanced civil rights. Loving, Gideon and Obergefell provide beautiful views of the Atlanta 
skyline. Heart of Atlanta Motel is an enclosed hoteling workspace for visitors and team members 
to use for added privacy. Katz is the office wellness room open to anyone who needs a place to 
relax, and where new mothers can go for comfort and privacy.  
 
“We are incredibly proud of the way our headquarters turned out,” said Nathan Regan, Chief 
Operating Officer at Calloquy, “The features truly make for a collaborative and comfortable 
workspace for our team, and every detail reflects our mission and mindset as a Public Benefit 
Corporation. It will serve as a model for the planned offices in Dallas and Orange County.” 
 
Want to know more about Calloquy? Visit the website.  
www.calloquy.com   
 
 



  
 

 

 
 
 
 
ABOUT CALLOQUY  
Calloquy is the first virtual legal proceedings platform intentionally built for the way litigation is 
practiced now. Its technology and court reporting services empower attorneys to conduct and 
manage legal proceedings more effectively and securely, while increasing productivity and 
reducing costs. The company is helping to shape the Next Era of LitigationTM by combining legal 
industry-specific videoconferencing technology, world-class security, highly professional court 
reporting services, and an access-to-justice social mission. Calloquy is a Public Benefit 
Corporation, and its commercial litigation clients fuel that mission by enabling the company to 
provide free platform access to legal service organizations and pro bono cases. 
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